Premium, Fresh-Roasted Coffee
Great coffee, helping a great cause…..

Please help us reach our fundraising goal!!!!
Each bag is 12oz. (grocery store size): $12
ALL
AVAILABLE
WHOLE BEAN OR
GROUND

BREAKFAST BLEND (also available in Decaf)
This is a medium-bodied blend of light and dark beans with a hint of
acidity and tartness. Ideal as a morning cup, it has a smooth and
subdued flavor that stands up well to cream and sugar.

COLOMBIAN SUPREMO (also available in Decaf)
Supremo is the highest grade of Colombian coffee beans. These large beans create a
medium bodied and sweet tasting coffee with a rich flavor and aroma.

CITY ROAST PAPUA NEW GUINEA
This is a unique Indonesian coffee, whose trees are actually transplants from the Jamaican
Blue Mountain growing regions. This coffee is roasted to a City Roast level, to bring a more
full-bodied and complex flavor to an already great coffee.
FRENCH ROAST
Our own blend of South American and African beans, this coffee is a full French roast and
offers a rich and robust flavor. The beans are oily and roasted to a dark brown color.
HAZELNUT
Rich and nutty, it perfectly complements our light roasted blend of beans to create a beverage
that has become a standard in the industry.
FRENCH VANILLA
Our French Vanilla flavored coffee captures the unique flavor and aroma of quality cream and
vanilla pods, on our light roast blend of beans.

JAMAICAN ME CRAZY
This light roast coffee blend will remind you of the tropics -- a beautiful blend of vanilla,
caramel, and Cafe Maria Liqueur flavors.
SOUTHERN PECAN
The rich smooth flavor of lightly toasted pecans from the deep South. A simply elegant
delight – morning, noon or night!

All selections available in whole bean or ground.
Absolutely delicious…..makes great gifts!!!
LeBrew Coffee Fundraising, LLC

www.lebrewcoffee.com

